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Learning Objectives





Learn how to capitalize on Your BIM
Learn how to use BIM data in construction for facility maintenance
Learn how to put the power of BIM in the hands of field teams
Learn how to go from virtual construction to actual construction

Description
See how maximizing your BIM can conquer design and construction challenges efficiently
through technology. Take the design from Revit in the office and into the field through virtual
coordination in BIM 360 Glue software, to field process layout with the BIM 360 Layout, and to
reality capture in ReCap. The information doesn't stop, carry the BIM through BIM 360 Field and
BIM 360 Ops. Learn how the benefits of scanning and creating point clouds can benefit your
coordination model as it progresses, and help your team and the owner track your project.
Learn how this workflow breaks down the communication barriers that still exist in today's
industry, and gets everyone on the same digital page. Finally learn how to streamline your
project BIM better, and get it into the hands of not only the installers but ultimately the client.

Speakers
Jason Montoya is an aspiring BIM and Construction Specialist who has the ability to fully
implement BIM from the office to the field and back, bringing the workflow full circle. The love
and passion is shown through educating not only the stakeholders, but ultimately the client.
Ryan Salvador has been involved with the Architectural Industry for over 10 years, first
entering the industry as a systematic student, then staying involved by becoming a part-time
educator of the various AEC software while maintaining a full-time status as an IT for a
community college. Further advancing my architectural career with an opportunity to work with a
local architectural firm now going on 12 years of day to day excitement where I continue to
polish my skillset in various software applications such as, but not limited to, Autodesk Revit,
AutoCAD, 3ds Max, FormIt, Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, InDesign, and a collection of other
products used in the AEC industry for coordination purposes, as well as marketing tools and
graphics. So in closing, my main passion is to share the knowledge I've gained to those willing
to listen and learn from the same people their solutions and develop an atmosphere where we
all become a team that discuss freely our situations and work to overcome them. BIM ON!
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Capitalize on your BIM
Extraordinary projects give us the chance to prove how technology can not only solve
your project needs, but also bridge communication gaps between consultants and more
importantly owners. Just as it takes multiple tools and equipment to build a project, as it must be
with the design and bringing the project to life efficiently through multiple applications of
technology.

Integration
How far you take your technological integration will depend on the project and it’s
demands. Evaluate your project to see what applications you will need to give the most effective
approach and then manage the applications effectively to get the best results.

Cohesive communication
The power and influence BIM has on the industry to build a cohesive relationship allows
the client to enjoy the project and take advantage of the technology being offered. Instead of
piling the owner with paper work invite the owner to the project in the cloud software that you
may be using for BIM. Making a project fun is key because we come to work on a day to day
basis to do what we love and have a passion for and thus make it fun for everyone. Establish a
BIM execution plan that will open communication channels for your team and your consultants
to speak through.

so that we can perform better in our professional lives. Now we have a foundation to build upon,
one must continue by expanding that information across the project board and not only for your
team, but for the industry. The first place to look in order to accomplish your advancement in the
future on making things would be Autodesk.
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From Virtual to Actual
To begin your transition from design to construction we look to a new advanced yet
simplified application being internet and cloud based for sharing that Autodesk calls
BIM360Glue. This application helps building teams get further along with precise coordination
more quickly and efficiently than ever before in a “virtual” field. Let’s be honest, when the design
team gets to a certain point it’s time to move on and as the saying goes: “they can figure it out in
the field”. In this case the field for the building team is the “virtual field” being able to coordinate,
build and schedule in “virtual time”.

Autodesk Glue 360
Autodesk Glue 360 is cloud based construction software that allows multiple members of
a project to share and coordinate various 3-D models in a virtual field. Many tools are available
to coordinate such as the clash detection tool that takes you to the clash and gives a description
of the clash. Markup tools are available that allow you to notate areas that are in conflict and
then be able to email that particular markup through the AG360 coordination model. As work is
completed, information is being automatically tracked on the AG360 hub of file uploads and
descriptions.

Communication
Many teams are working and communicating on the AG360 platform to coordinate the
BIM with their own formatted models but all can be loaded and shared on the AG360 hub with
the ability to communicate and share with other team members This method makes sure the
building teams have the means and the methods thought out to perform the work.
Access is crucial when easy maintenance is what you are trying to achieve so one must
take clearances, location and operability of the system into high consideration when
coordinating BIM. Through the clash detection tool, set your tolerances and selections of BIM
that you are particularly looking to keep clash-free. Once a constructible coordination model is
established, then one can extend the BIM into the field with precision and accuracy through a
wonderful plug-in for Revit.

“Plug me in”
This particular plug-in, Autodesk calls Point Layout (APL), allows one to place points in
the virtual field on a particular object then be able to pull that BIM from the cloud based
application and begin to locate it in the real world. This becomes a virtual BIM channel that can
also import your field points back to your virtual field of Revit or AutoCAD for further analysis
such as deflection and displacement.

BIM to Civil Integration
Not only are we plugging in with APL, but we can plug into the civil design on which your
project is based. Our control or control points are established by a surveyor who then provides
their BIM. One can then link that information into Revit where APL can be utilized and transfer
control to your project BIM. Utilizing this plug-in can help your civil models come to life in the
real world.
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EXAMPLE OF AG360
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Example of APL in Revit
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Power of BIM in the hands of the Field
One can do so by an application also brought to us by Autodesk, called BIM360Layout.
This application is found on Apple ipads where you can merge information pushed from
Autodesk point Layout. At the swipe of your fingers one is able to layout directly from Revit. The
mobility of BIM360Layout helps the field team get the BIM in their hands. All that hard work of
the design and setting up coordination is now coming to life beginning with BIM360Layout. This
advancement lets the field team become more involved with their project BIM and gives the
assurance that the design is being accomplished with precision and the client is getting a high
quality product.
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BIM to Field
Along with AG360, BIM360Layout is only part of the mobility of BIM that field personnel can take
with them in the field to enhance production and performance. A simple invite adds a team
member to the virtual project where they can begin to apply BIM in the field.
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Capitalize on Your BIM-continued
A great concern of owners having little information, for example, anomalies has led to
the next implementation of BIM with reality capture. A recent boom in the BIM industry is
something with which we are becoming more familiar, scanning. Scanning is a process of using
Lidar to create a point cloud model to give a 3-D representation of the area you are capturing.
The 3-D point cloud data can be transferred to a file format that can be read in what Autodesk
calls ReCap. That means one can leave the tape measure and setup an instrument to record
precision information, such as measurements, and take that back to the office and share with
the team then it can be stored for later use in the project.

ReCap
ReCap is point cloud analysis software that helps one see a model from millions to
billions of points captured through the Lidar laser. One can use the many tools ReCap has to
offer such as the measure tool, sectioning and flythrough.

Link into your Revit
Images are an option to take to the setup location for better viewing, which are pictures
taken by the instrument to clearly see the recorded data. Revit itself can handle the point cloud
and is able to view the scan that helps you draft the asbuilt in that virtual field, maximizing your
BIM. Simply link in the point cloud data into your Revit model through the Insert tab in your
ribbon overlay the data to your model and continue modeling what you need. Not everything
needs to be modeled, but it can be seen in the point cloud data. Model what you need to clash
against and coordinate in order to be more efficient.

Building the Database Up
As you move along you are tracking the asbuilt as you go, which makes it much easier
for the owner to be able to determine what the anomalies are as it relates to construction and be
able to hand it to the next building team when they add-on or remodel. Who wouldn’t want to
just walk into a project where you have all this data available for your design so the design team
can account for what is really out onsite and what the building they are adding to is truly like in
plan and overall 3-D. Who knows that the next builder or designer for the next addition could be
you, and you will have all this available data at the beginning of your project.
Autodesk has been pumping out many interoperable applications that all talk to each
other one way or another, but we must take that next step. From design side to the building side
we are now able to use this BIM information throughout the life of the project. As the new
construction happens you are still capturing the reality. Your BIM teams can follow your scan
data to update their models as multiple 3-D software platforms. These platforms are being
utilized to accomplish all that needs to happen in pre-construction to be able to prevent as many
mistakes, rework and unnecessary costs that could otherwise occur in the project.
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Establishing the site in virtual time
Reality capture is not limited to a scan of a building, but really whatever you choose to
capture. One can take the scanning further by capturing all the exterior elements and
surroundings of the landscape and topography. This particular tool can help a design team
orientate, scale, and add onto a building to its surroundings without having to waste time with
site visits and increase inaccuracy of human error with a tape measure, pencil and paper.
Control what you need to model from the 3-D point cloud. The instruments that provide
these 3-D point clouds are adjustable as to how detailed you want your 3-D point cloud. Manage
the file size of your asbuilt model. The point count can be increased or decreased to help the
viewer see the data that they need to see.
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Power of BIM in the hands of the Field continued...
Field teams should also be incorporated into the projects for all applications so they can
access information in real time so they can see the changes and then can adjust. Not only can
they see our data being pushed through, but we can see what they want to share as possible
issues with the rest of the team. In this case we turn to an application Autodesk calls
BIM360Field.

BIM360Field
BIM360Field allows you to push your filed coordinated data back into your BIM where
the issues can be assigned, tracked and addressed on the cloud. Team members can then see
the problems and possibly help address them, but the main objective here is transparency and
getting everyone on the same digital and virtual page.
Type up a virtual ticket, attach any pictures or files you want then send them to those
that need to see. Most importantly, the owners can monitor the issues and see that work is
being done and if need be, they may begin to issue tickets themselves.

Punch listing
To clarify, once all members are active and participating in the application, then all
members are working off the same digital punch list, which eliminates the problems of having
different punch lists from team members where issues may missed. This application shows its
efficiency here by getting the entire team quickly through closeout. Being able to issue and
address so many problems in the field with your owner in such a prompt fashion will only have
them fall deeper in love with your BIM and your work.
The BIM does not stop here, of course, as we continue what we are doing is nothing
new. It’s just a better way of doing it and using it in combination with data that is able to
communicate across multiple applications of BIM.
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BIM data in Construction for Facilities Maintenance
As you see here there is a weaving of applications being woven together as your BIM is
being maximized in many ways from the beginning of the project in pre-construction to virtual
then reality and back to bring BIM full circle. Your BIM is now there gaining more information as
the project moves on until the time comes to pass the BIM onto the owners.

BIM to Building Ops
After all is finally located in its place then one can push that BIM into a facilities
maintenance software called Building Ops. Autodesk has helped complete the circle in the life
cycle of a building with the monitoring software program and application used to monitor
operations.

Autodesk Building Ops
The Autodesk Building Ops application can be found in the Apple Store that allows
mobile maintenance for the owner to monitor and issue tickets for the facilities maintenance
team to complete. Project handover has become easier from the building team to the owner. All
the hard work in expanding BIM across the virtual board with the integration of multiple
applications is now paying off with the ultimate deliverable.

Owner Access
Access to this application is only through an iphone. Where is the average human being
spending most of their time in this day and age? We find them on their phone of course. So why
not put the application exclusively on the phone for your client. The convenience of operating
your building from your mobile phone device is BIM at its best.

EXAMPLE OF BUILDING OPS ON IPHONE
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Leave Your BIM Footprint
That information that started at the beginning of a project is now being pushed all the
way through to the end where the owners can use BIM at their hands and with such ease. How
tangible does your design and coordination work become now? Your BIM can now be seen by
the owner far after you are gone. After you have left the project your footprint is still there
through BIM. That BIM is being utilized on a weekly basis by the owner and their facility team to
operate the building you designed and built. Your BIM implementation is going to be
remembered for giving them that experience you provided throughout the project and have been
able to bring it to life at the palm of the owner’s hand.

EXAMPLE OF BUILDING OPS ON IPHONE
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INTEROPERABILITY OF BIM
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Credits for the images in this presentation are as follows;
http://www.fprimec.com/gpr-subsurface-scanning/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTuN_D-XsjY-repro products
https://www.autodesk.com/products/point-layout/overview
http://inthefold.autodesk.com/in_the_fold/2014/10/autodesk-expands-in-construction-marketwith-new-bim-360-layout-ipad-app.html
http://www.3dsolusindo.com/news/autodesk-recap/
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/search-result/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2016/ENU/RealityCapture/files/GUID-43F8D534-54FF-4AF5-B5FF-9375E19AACD3-htm.html
https://connect.bim360.autodesk.com/bim-360-field-and-smartvid-io-construction-appsintegration
https://info.bim360.autodesk.com/bim-360-glue
https://www.autodesk.com/products/bim-360-ops/overview
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